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Year 5   >   Adverbials and cohesion   >   I can identify adverbs (revision). 
 

Circle the adverb in each sentence: 
 
 

1 Listen carefully to your teacher. 

2 He took the boxes upstairs. 

3 She gently cuddled the baby. 

4 We are going out later. 

5 He shouted loudly at me. 

6 The snow had fallen everywhere. 

7 The brown bear roared fiercely. 

8 You need to leave now. 

9 I put your football outside. 

10 They won their match yesterday. 
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Year 5   >   Adverbials and cohesion   >   I can use an adverb of degree to modify an adjective. 
 

Rewrite the sentences adding the adverb in the right place: 
 
 

1 absolutely 

The view from here is beautiful. 

2 really 

I am reading a book that is funny. 

3 very 

A large dog followed me home yesterday. 

4 rather 

That is a nice car you have bought. 

5 simply 

The magician who entertained us was amazing. 

6 quite 

My house is small but I like it. 

7 so 

You are so kind and you always help me. 

8 utterly 

I was devastated when I heard that you were leaving. 

9 too 

This river is wide to cross. 

10 terribly 

The desert is hot in the middle of the day. 
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Year 5   >   Adverbials and cohesion   >   I can use an adverb of degree to modify another adverb. 
 

Rewrite the sentences adding the adverb in the right place: 
 
 

1 extremely 

We stepped across the broken bridge nervously. 

2 fairly 

Mum ate her tea quickly. 

3 quite 

I dropped the vase accidentally. 

4 very 

He spoke quietly so I couldn't hear him. 

5 rather 

She plays the piano well. 

6 too 

I ran fast and lost my breath. 

7 so 

Molly walked slowly that she missed the bus. 

8 somewhat 

He spoke rudely to his neighbour. 

9 really 

I tripped awkwardly and hurt my foot. 

10 incredibly 

The music was playing loudly. 
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Year 5   >   Adverbials and cohesion   >   I can use adverbial phrases of time and place (revision). 
 

Add the correct option to each sentence: 
 
 

1 Add the adverbial phrase that shows where this happened:        on the mat           for hours and hours 

The ca was sleeping ________________________________________________________. 

2 Add the adverbial phrase that shows when this will happen:        on Saturday           at my house 

I’m having a party ________________________________________________________. 

3 Add the adverbial phrase that shows when this happened:        in town           at he weekend 

I bought a laptop ________________________________________________________. 

4 Add the adverbial phrase that shows where this happened:        after midnight           at the station 

My train arrived ________________________________________________________. 

5 Add the adverbial phrase that shows when this will happen:        in the dining room           at midday 

Dinner will be served ________________________________________________________. 

6 Add the adverbial phrase that shows where this happened:        in the hall          at 6 o’clock 

The meeting was held ________________________________________________________. 

7 Add the adverbial phrase that shows where this happened:        after the robbery           to the woods 

The robber escaped ________________________________________________________. 

8 Add the adverbial phrase that shows when this happened:        in the morning           down the road 

I went to school ________________________________________________________. 

9 Add the adverbial phrase that shows where this will happen:        after break           in the library 

We will read our books ________________________________________________________. 

10 Add the adverbial phrase that shows when this happened:        to the farm           in the evening 

The cows came home ________________________________________________________. 
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Year 5   >   Adverbials and cohesion   >   I can use adverbs of frequency. 
 

Add the correct option to each sentence: 
 
 

1 Choose the adverb says that this is what often happens:     frequently          occasionally 

He ____________________ forgets his football kit 

2 Choose the adverb says that this doesn’t often happen:     unusually          generally 

Sam was ____________________ quiet today. 

3 Choose the adverb says that this is what often happens:     usually          seldom 

I ____________________ go swimming with my friends. 

4 Choose the adverb says that this is what often happens:     never          always 

John ____________________ tries hard a t school. 

5 Choose the adverb says that this doesn’t often happen:     always          sometimes 

He ____________________ walks to school. 

6 Choose the adverb says that this doesn’t often happen:     occasionally         often 

I ____________________ have a snack before bed. 

7 Choose the adverb says that this is what often happens:     rarely           sometimes 

It ____________________ snows where I live. 

8 Choose the adverb says that this is what often happens:     normally          sometimes 

We ____________________ have pizza on Fridays. 

9 Choose the adverb says that this doesn’t often happen:     rarely         frequently 

I ____________________ use the train these days. 

10 Choose the adverb says that this doesn’t often happen:     seldom         normally 

She ____________________ puts her clothes away. 
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Year 5   >   Adverbials and cohesion   >   I can use adverbs of duration. 
 

Add an adverb to the sentence to show for how long something is done: 
 
 

1 luckily          there          briefly 

He appeared _________________ and then we didn't see him again. 

2 unfortunately          permanently          everywhere 

Our actions could damage the environment ____________________. 

3 temporarily          thankfully          here 

The road will be closed ____________________. 

4 world-wide          sadly          forever 

Some of our rainforests may be lost ____________________. 

5 carefully          yet          here 

I have not finished my work ____________________. 

6 anywhere          sadly          since 

She left in a hurry and we have not seen her ____________________. 

7 intermittently          outside          annoyingly 

It has been snowing ____________________. 

8 badly          there          continually 

They chatted ____________________ while I was trying to listen to you. 

9 still          clearly         lazily 

I ____________________ have not read my book. 

10 deeply          already          possibly 

The snow has ____________________ covered the garden. 
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Year 5   >   Adverbials and cohesion   >   I can use adverbs of comment. 
 

Add the adverb to the sentence that expresses an opinion: 
 
 

1 Luckily         Virtually          Scarcely 

____________________, he saw the fast car before crossing the road. 

2 Unfortunately          Foolishly          Rarely 

____________________, I can't come to your party. 

3 Nicely         Hopefully         Loudly 

____________________, we will find the missing ring. 

4 Lazily          Briefly          Frankly 

____________________, my book is boring. 

5 Completely          Politely          Naturally 

____________________, I would like to earn more than I do now. 

6 Apparently          Quietly          Utterly 

____________________, what she said was a lie. 

7 Thoroughly          Foolishly          Vaguely 

____________________, Sarah went into the woods alone. 

8 Almost        Evidently         Excessively 

____________________, you are not going to help me now. 

9 Widely          Totally        Presumably 

____________________, you will be able to run again when your toe heals. 

10 Disappointingly          Wickedly          Narrowly 

____________________, his behaviour had not improved. 
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Year 5   >   Adverbials and cohesion   >   I can use adverbs to provide cohesion between sentences. 
 

Add the adverb that links the sentences: 
 
 

1 Finally         Firstly         However 

We struggled up the steep slope. ______________, we reached the top. 

2 Once         Lately         Secondly  

Firstly, he's a fool. ______________, he talks too much. 

3 Since         Then         Whilst 

First, dig a hole. ______________, carefully lift the plant from its pot. 

4 Later         Because         Whereas 

I'm going to have a rest now. ______________, I will play with you. 

5 Since         Utterly         Alternatively 

I am using chocolate icing. ______________, you could use jam. 

6 Eventually         Alternatively         Once 

They dug and dug for hours. ______________, they managed to free the dog. 

7 Sadly         Nearby         Thirdly 

They discovered arrow heads here. ______________, they also found clay pots. 

8 There         Behind         However 

They found a clearing in the forest. ______________, they set up a camp for the night. 

9 There         Secondly         Nevertheless 

He was feeling exhausted. ______________, he got up and carried on. 

10 Finally         However         Subsequently 

The food looked nice. ______________, it was tasteless and indigestible. 
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Year 5   >   Adverbials and cohesion   >   I can use adverbial phrases to link two sentences. 
 

Underline the adverbial phrase that is linking the sentences: 
 
 

1 I was running fast all the way. In the end, I won the race.  

2 We could go to the park. On the other hand, the beach might be more fun. 

3 He parked the car and walked into town. Later on, he returned with a parcel. 

4 I might stay in and read. On second thoughts, I might go out instead. 

5 Hannah now goes swimming every day. Because of this she is much fitter. 

6 The quiz team were caught trying to cheat. As a result, they were disqualified. 

7 We have started using the bus more often. Before this, we used to drive everywhere. 

8 The sea was freezing. Despite the cold, Harry decided to go for a paddle. 

9 The weather was warm and sunny all morning. In the afternoon, it started to rain. 

10 Sam scared me yesterday. Since then, I have been trying to scare him back. 
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Year 5   >   Adverbials and cohesion   >   I can add an adverbial 'as + -ed' clause to a sentence. 
 

Use two options to build an adverbial clause - using 'as' and a past tense verb to add information to each of the sentences: 
 
 

1 with shears          under the table          as he pounced            on Little Red Riding Hood 

The wolf snarled _______________________________________________________. 

2 as the day dawned          the night          brightly          on the moon  

________________________________________________, she rose from her bed and got dressed. 

3 the wide window          as the door slammed        behind him          to the north 

He realised, _____________________________________________________________________, that he was trapped. 

4 everywhere          hunting prey          as it          as darkness fell 

_______________________________________________________, the owl opened his eyes and spread his wings. 

5 her pen          with a friend          as she put down          a daydream 

Emily gazed out of the window, __________________________________________________________, and smiled. 

6 blankets          as he picked up           his spoon          wishing 

Daddy Bear decided, _______________________________________________________, that he hated porridge. 

7 from the snapping dog          as he ran          running          the gate 

The postman yelped in pain ______________________________________________________________________. 

8 massive          the mud          through the trees          as it stepped 

_______________________________________________________________, the fox searched for his prey. 

9 as she read          as she laughed          lastly          the next question           

Iqra wished, ______________________________________________________________, that the exam was over. 

10 on the door          she screamed          as she knocked           the bears 

_______________________________________________________, Goldilocks wondered who lived in the cottage. 
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Year 5   >   Adverbials and cohesion   >   I can add an adverbial '-ing' clause to a sentence. 
 

Choose two options to create an adverbial '-ing' clause for each of the sentences: 
 
 

1 listening          to the sound of          not to hear his mum          pretending 

The boy carried on playing his computer game, ___________________________________________________. 

2 whistling          shouting          as sweetly as a bird          the voice 

___________________________________________________, Jessica walked up the long lane. 

3 through the rain          playing on          until           the warm weather 

The footballers, __________________________________________________________________, were soaked to the skin. 

4 taking          shrinking          her head          a deep breath 

___________________________________________________, Florence opened the door and entered the castle's grand hall. 

5 with fear          walking           trembling          the small gap 

______________________________________________, the mouse slowly inched towards the safety of its hole. 

6 a bad temper          patiently in line          wishing          waiting 

Matty, ___________________________________________________, stamped his feet to keep warm. 

7 watching          their keen senses          using          the television 

Birds of prey hunt for food whilst flying, ___________________________________________________. 

8 measuring          appearing          in history         up to 30 metres in length 

______________________________________________________________, the blue whale is the largest animal alive today. 

9 a goose          twinkling          chasing                 like stars 

__________________________________________, Evie's eyes shone with tears of joy and pride. 

10 twisting          a cake          the monkey wrench firmly          removing 

The mechanic, _______________________________________________________, tightened the last bolt. 
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Year 5   >   Adverbials and cohesion   >   I can add an adverbial 'as + -ed' clause to a speech sentence. 
 

Build an adverbial clause using 'as' and a past tense verb for the reporting clause of each of the sentences: 
 
 

1 onto the pitch          he ran          as she walked          underneath 

"I can kick the ball harder than Priya," boasted Sam, __________________________________________. 

2 as she stroked          she thought          the dog's coat          the lead 

"Why," asked Gem, __________________________________________________, "would anyone abandon you?" 

3 sadly on the stairs          beside          as he sat          the fridge 

Joe sighed, "It's just not fair!" ____________________________________________________________. 

4 sweated          as she rubbed          her hands together          to the house 

"It's so cold," gasped Crystal, ___________________________________________________________. 

5 higher up the tree          walked along          angry          as he climbed 

___________________________________________________, Arthur shouted down excitedly, "I'm nearly there!" 

6 her aside          as she was bored          as she pulled          really rapid 

Kelly whispered to Jemima, _________________________________________, "Shall we play a different game?" 

7 through the woods          below          as the rain          as they strolled 

________________________________________________, Rabbit asked Squirrel, "So where is your nut stash?" 

8 above           as he punched          he sobbed          the air in delight 

"Goal!" yelled Ken, __________________________________________________________________. 

9 nervously          as he took          for lunch          a big bite 

"These are my favourite sandwiches," stated Rizwan, ________________________________________. 

10 the classroom          as she          as her friend entered          teacher 

Amy shouted, "Hey, Ben!" ________________________________________________________.  
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Year 5   >   Adverbials and cohesion   >   I can add an adverbial '-ing' clause to speech a sentence. 
 

Choose two options to create an adverbial '-ing' clause for the reporting clause in each of the sentences: 
 
 

1 his boots on          happiness          putting          waiting 

"I can kick the ball harder than Jack," said Tom, _______________________________________________. 

2 his rotten teeth          sleeping          with the gun          showing 

"Give me the money!" snarled the criminal, _______________________________________________. 

3 stroking          kicking          the little stray dog          enormously 

_______________________________________________, the girl pleaded, "Oh, Mum, can I keep it?” 

4 feeling          frightening          scared now          little 

"Which is the right path to take?" wondered Ellie, _______________________________________________. 

5 her eyes          slow          rubbing          the monster 

__________________________________________, Sara sighed, "I'm ready for bed." 

6 his feet          stamping          a rock          kissing 

"Give it to me!" yelled the boy, _______________________________________________. 

7 raining          speaking          through gritted teeth          slowness 

Jake, _______________________________________________, replied, "Why on earth should we do that, Harry?" 

8 to face him          hearing          turning          your hat 

_______________________________________________, the ogre answered, "You might just be right." 

9 at Mia          hovering          looking          with jelly 

"I wish we could agree on this," sighed Charlie, _______________________________________________. 

10 wishing          juggling          she was somewhere else          truthfully 

_______________________________________________, Bella mumbled, "I didn’t do it." 

 


